


Earch module has a functionality

Counter modules  

Multimedia modules  Arch modules  Signage modules  

Standard modules  

HMS001 HMS009 HMS019 HMS038 HMS101 HMS138 HMT001 HMT002 HMT003 HMT004 HMT005 HMT006 HMT007

HMP038HMH638HMH438HMV138HMV038HMV019HMV238HMV138

HMR038 HMR138 HMR019 HMR119 HMC238 HMC338
HMC038 HMC138

HMC019 HMC119

HMM338
& HMM438

Shelving modules

Door modules  

Storage modules  Console modules  
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Modular solutions

P
Design and quote your stand in 4 easy steps and 30 minutes or less!
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10.  Once floor finish is chosen 
click OK
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11. You will be asked if you want to 
reset the camera positions to default.  If you are starting a new document
and want to set new camera angles 
then click yes. If you already have 
your camera angles set, click no. 
Your existing camera angles will be 
preserved.

P
Step 1 - 
Determine your booth size. 
Click on the Let’s go! button to bring 
up the Booth dialog box. You can 
also go to the pull down menu 
“Booth” .

1.  Enter the booth dimensions in the
first 2 fields. 
2.  Wall height may be left at 8’
3.  Walls are not typically used here 
so as not to detract from the walls in 
the design.
4.  You can select the option to 
show the aisle, typical procedure is 
not to show the aisle.
5.  There are 3 floor finish options, 
mat, satin or glossy.
6.  To have an image on the floor, click on the Picture button to go out 
to your image library.  File format may be .jpg or .png.  
7. Color may be applied to the floor (A) of the booth. 
Click on the booth floor preview 

8.  Pick a color from the basic colors 
or create your own
and add it to your custom colors. 
Note, this custom color pallet is not 
static.  
9.  Click ok. 

A

12. Once a booth is created, save 
the file in the D3D folder.
Under the file pull down select Save as.
Naming convention for files:
size of booth description
Ex: 10x20 booth CRX.EF3
Folder naming and formatting:
 

rocess Build
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The workspace!

This is your structure window plan view.
The heavier grids mark 3ft increments 

with lighter lines every 4”. 

This is your structure 
window elevation view.

Zoom slider

Left/Right slider

Up/Down slider

Up/Down slider

Select either to open 
H-Line Menu

Select to open 
H-Line Kits

Zoom slider

View divider

Select to create
custom shapes

Select to access 
furniture and people

Relaunch Large
H-Line 

Steps window
Relaunch Small

H-Line 
Steps window

Save or 
Ctrl S

Use Measure tool 
to pull dims in plan
and elevation view

Undo / Redo

Go to 3D
Window

Go to
Estimate
Window

Go to
Structure
Window

Click to fit view 
to page, also F8

rocess Build



1.  When you click on the list of modules you see in the right window all 
options for that style of module. 
Note the extra information shown below that window when you hover over 
each module. First is the module name then ID and dimension.  If more 
details are available they are noted to the right in red text. 
The HMS modules also have instructions for base plate use.  For back 
walls we suggest using a set on every other panel.
Select a module by clicking on it.  
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Process Build
Step 2 - 
Choose your modules. 
Click on the Step 02 button to bring 
up the Choose the structure dialog 
box. You can also go to the 
“Structure” icon on the upper right.

2.  The module you selected will drop onto your booth layout in the 
structure view.  The frame will be green with one edge in blue.  The blue 
represents the graphic. 
Note the red registration lines.  These represent frame connection points.  

3.  Continue to select modules you want to use. Drop them in the plan 
view but do not connect them yet.  
Collect all of the parts you want to use before linking any frames together.
If you want more of a frame already on the floor you can copy and paste. 
Use the pull down menu under Edit, or Ctrl C then Ctrl V, or have the item 
selected and hold down Ctrl and drag.  This last also allows you to copy 
individual items from a linked grouping. 
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5.  Now that all modules are placed and linked it is time to add base 
plates and accessories.  
Standard modules need base plates added when making a linear wall.  It 
is recommended that each end has a base plate and a set for every other 
panel. 
Some modules are preset with base plates so note how and where they 
are being used and if additional base plates are needed.
6. Add aluminum profile covers to finish off exposed frame edges.
7. When adding lights, be sure to include the Quick Lock light fastener.  
You need one for each LED spotlight.  

4.  Once you have all of your parts selected you can begin to link them 
together.  Work from the left frame to the right linking individual frames to 
the group.
When you select a frame regardless of where you click on it, it will center 
on your cursor. 
With a frame selected gently move it into position aligning the red registra-
tion marks.  Do not release until it has “popped” into place touching the 
previous frame with no gap in between.   
Note: Once frames are linked they will have a blue dot above them except 
for the starting frame.  Linked frames move as a group. 
To unlink frames, right click and select unlink.  You will have to repeat this 
for every frame you want to unlink from the group. 

rocess Build
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6.  Adding dimensions.
Using the measure tool click and drag across the back of the frame.  You 
will have orange guides and a running total at your cursor. Once the line is 
in the position you want click again. 
Confirm that you want to record the dimension.  These numbers are close 
but hard to get exact. To edit the value select the line just under the 
numbers. When it is green you can either right click or tap F3 to modify. 
Enter the dimension that should be represented with “ at the end and ok.
Use the plan view for width and depth and elevation view for height. 

rocess Build

Plan view in structure 

Elevation view in structure 



1.  The preset displays show you what graphic each module comes with 
or has the option to add. The thumbnail in green with the box selected is 
the default image placement. 
Notice the larger thumbnail to the right.  It will preview the image selected. 
To apply an image to the graphic click on the green thumbnail. 
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Process Build
Step 3 - 
Apply your Graphics 
Click on the Step 03 button to bring 
up the Graphic wrapping preset 
display dialog box. You can also 
right click on your mouse and select
Preset Display or use the F4 key.

2.  Choose the graphic window comes up with pre-loaded solid colors 
and patterns. 
Select one and click ok then ok again.

3.  For modules with multiple graphics you will repeat this step for each 
graphic.  Notice how the thumbnail to the right has image on the graphics. 



1.  The New Object menu contains options for lighting with actual light 
fixtures and ambient and directional lighting for use in renders. 
• The Furniture menu allows you to add tables, chairs, stools and to 
customize size and color.  
Make a furniture selection, apply color and adjust sizes and drop it on your 
plan.  
• Misc. includes Plants, monitors, I pads, coffee maker and more.  
The H-Line HMM frame the monitor size is pre-set and is not adjustable. 
The maximum monitor size on H-Line is a 40”, approx. 35”w x 20”h.
• Silhouettes have an assortment of people shapes to help show scale in 
the booth. 

Place elements to give a more finished look to the render.  
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Process Build
Step 4 - 
Finishing and Furniture
Click on the Step 04 button to bring 
up the New Object dialog box. 
You can also click on Furniture icon.



2.  Using Layers for added elements.  Click on the number 1 on the 
bottom right of the screen or go to the Edit pull down menu to Layers 
setup...
Rename a layer Accessory.

3.  Right click an object to assign it to a layer to easily hide when not 
needed.   
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Process Build
Plan view with finishing elements added

3D Window 1 view with finishing elements added

Visible in
Structure 
window

Visible in
3D View
or Print
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Render Options

V1 - with perspective

V2 - with perspective

V3 - with perspective

V4 - no perspective

V5 - no perspective

V6 - plan view

Left button - Turn
Left button + Ctrl - Direction

Wheel, page up/down - Zoom
Arrows, + and - Move

3.  Select render options and use either Classic or Sketch view wit˙ 
shadows turned off. 
The thumbnail in the upper right shows a preview of the render style. 

4.  Once your render options are set click on Render. 

5.  The render will process. Depending on settings it may take a moment. 

6.  Save the render using the file pull down menu, Save the image as...
Follow the naming convention:
File name description and view window used. 
Ex: 10x10 Sample FPO V1.
The extension of .jpg will be added automatically.
* Be sure to have one full classic render, one plan view with dimensions in 
sketch style Technical and Ink, and any other views that would help show 
the display.

1.  You have 6 views as noted below. Within each you can pan, zoom 
and move the view. This angle of view is remembered when the file is 
saved.  This is a preview not how the final rendered view will look. 
2. Adjust to preferred angle and zoom.  
Use F8 to get back to the default view or go to View pull down menu to Fit 
view.

Step  - 
Rendering
Click on the Render Step button
to bring up the 3D Window.
You can also click on 3D icon.
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Process Estimate

Estimate

Reference pane

Module name, size and any included accessories

Added accessories

Standard shipping crate, will add another based on parts count

Use the New Line icon to add Instep Carpet or other non loaded items

Event pane Comments
pane

Business conditions 
pane

Price includes 
standard graphics

1.  In the Reference pane enter the client #, client name and description used in the file name. 
Ex: #809 Optima 10x10 Sample Booth 1
2.  If you have a show name and date enter that in the Event pane. Hit return until text shows on bottom of pane. 
3.  Note if this is an original version of the booth or what version in the Comments pane.
4.  Use the Business conditions pane to identify if it is for Demo use or other non-standard sale. 

Step  - 
Estimate
Click on the Estimate Step button
to bring up the Estimate Window.
You can also click on Estimate icon.
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Process Estimate
5.  Save the Estimate as a pdf. 
Go to File pull down menu to “Save the Estimate as...
Select the pdf file format.
Follow the naming convention:
File name description and EST. 
Ex: 10x10 Sample EST.
The extension of .pdf will be added automatically.

6.  The final step in the Optima Studio software is to archive your EF3 file 
and all of its placed images. 
Go to File pull down menu to Archive and follow the file naming conven-
tion:
File name description. 
Ex: 10x10 Sample.
The extension of .zip will be added automatically.


